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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

10 December 1965 

SUBJECT: SNIE 10-12-65: PROB/U3LE COMMUNIST REACTIONS TO A 
US COORSE OF ACTION 

FRomm AND ASSUMPl'IONS 

This SNIE considers probable Communist and Free World reactions to 

two kinds of assumed changes in the conflict in Vietnam: 

ASSUMPTION I~. HEAVIER AIR·ATI'ACKS ON NORTH VIETNAM AND SUBSTANTIAL 
FURTHER ruILDUP OF US FORCES IN SOUTH VIETlWf 

A. The US intensifies aerial attacks on North Vietnam (the DRV), 

including military targets within the Hanoi-Haiphong "sanctlia.:ry," first 

hitting (1) the main POL facilities and (2) key p01'rer pJilnts, then carrying 

on accelerated ROLLING THUNDER attaclts on( 3 ) airfields) (4) LOCs) and 

other militarily significant targ-ets., The program would extend to (5) aerial 

mining of the main ports, with sufficient warning to enable shipping to 

clear the ports prior to activation of the minef1e1ds. 
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B. The US ,implements a Phase II buildup of its forces beginning 

in"early 1966 and finishing in September, raising the total, US ground 

forces in South Vietnam from 219,000 to at least 347,000; there would 
II 

also be some add1tionsto air and naval strength. 

ASSUMPTION II. PROSPECTIVE US/CNN VICTORY IN SOUTH V"IEU'NAM 

At some point within the next year or so the US/GVN fo+ces in South 

Vietnam appear to be clearly on the ,my to destroying the VC/PAVN capa-

bil1ty for carrying on the insurgency at significant levels. 

DISCUSSION 

1. Introduction. In the summer of 1965, the US began its Phase I 

buildup of forces in South Vietnam, reaching a total of some 166J oOO as 

of 25 November. Sizable units of these forces have engaged the enemy both 

in coastal'areas and in the interior highlands. US air strikes in the 

North have been extended to include the roads and rail lines from Hanoi, 

as lrel1 as some sAM sites. 

2. The Communists have recognized this as an increasing US cOllWlit-

ment in Vietnam, perhaps greater than they had initially anticipated. 
" 

Nevertheless 1 they have proceeded in a measured fashion, not yielding to 

US/GVN actions but continuing to press forward 'With the war ,along lines 

previously established. The DRV has made improvements on its LOCs through 

the Lao panhandle and it has sent additional PAVN units to South Vietnam, 
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bringing the total there to some 15,000 men. These forces have engaged 

in attackS of at least regimental size against US forces. Additional 
" 

PAVN forces have been recently detected cOming down the 1mp~6ved 

Ho Chi Minh trail and there are indications that more 1-1111 ~ome. Y 
( 

3. The increased US air attaclm have elicited an intense response 

by conventional AAAJ and SAM defenses have been increased ana utilized, 

though with limited effectiveness. DRV fighter aircraft rea;ction has 

been negligible. 

4. Although Chinese Communist fighter aircraft have sometimes 

scrambled When US flights have come near China, they have not sought 

combat over the DRV' ~ Chinese railroad troops and other support forces, 

perhaps as many as 20,000, gJ have moved into the northern DRV to maintain 

and operate supply lines, and these troops may have some AAA units uith 

them. We have detected no major moves of Chinese combat troops in response 

to developments in Vietnam, but Peking has been constructing airfields near 

Vietnam on a priority basis and has taken other measures to strengthen its 

air defense. It has also improved its logistic capabilities near the DRV 

and Laos. 

y See Annex A for further discussion of PAVN/VC capabilities for further 
buildup. 

gJ The Acting Director, National Security Agency, Dr. Louis' W. Tordella, 
and Mr. Thomas L. Hughes, The Director of Intelligence and Research, 
Department of State, do not believe that there is at this time a 
reasonable basis for making a numerical estimate of Chinese 'CQIilm\lnist troop 
strength in theDRV. They consider that the actual numbers of troops 
could be substa.±l,tially more or substantially less than the figure 
appearing in the text. 
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I. PROBABLE REACTIONS TO ASSUMED US COURSES CF ACTION 

A. To Intensified US Attacks oD.North Vietnam 

5. Intensified US air attacks such as those·-postulated would probably 

not, in and of themselves, cause any basic change in DRV pOliCy.JI We believe 

that Hanoi's leaders would not decide to quit and that PAVN infiltration 

southward would continue. Though damage from the strikes would make it 

considerably more difficult to support the war in South Vietnam) these 

difficulties would not be immediateo OVer the longerrun,.the sustained 

damage inflicted upon North Vietnam might impqr;e significant limitations on 

the numbers of PAVN and VC main force units which could be actively supported 

in South Vietnam from North Vietnam a For this reason, the ,Communists would 

explore the possibility of exploiting alternate supply routes from China and 

the USSR, eog., by sea to Cambodian ports and thence overland or by inland 

waterways to South vietnamo~21 

The views of Mro Thomas L. Hughes) The Director of Intelligence and 
Research, Department of State) OD the probable effects of such attacks 
are stated as a footnote to paragraph 130 
Lieutenant General Joseph F. Carroll, Director, Defe~se Intelligence 
Agency; Dro Louis We .Tordella for the Director, National Security Agency; 
Rear Admiral Rufus Lo Taylor, Assistant Chief of Nava] Operations (Intel
ligence), Department of the Navy; Major General Jack Eo .Thomas, Assistant 
Chief of .Staff, IXltelligence, United states Air Forcea and M:l.jor General 
Roy Lassetter, Jro, for the Assistant Chief of Staff ~or Intelligence, 
Department of the Army, would modify this Judgmelllt to take into account 
the longer run cumulative effect which intensified air, attacks together 
with the other postulated courses of action included in Assumption I 
would have on DRV capabilities. They believe that as time goes on and 
as the impact of sustained bombing in North Vietnam merges with the 
adverse effects of the other courses of action as they begin to unfold, 
the DRV would become clearly aware of the extent of US determination 
and thus might reconsider its position and seek a means to achieve a 
cessation of the hostilities. 
Cambodia as a place of transit Bnd entry to South Vietnam is discussed 
at some length in AIlIlex B., 
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6. To lessen the 'treight of the air strikes, the DRV; would still have 
. 1: . 

to rely on passive defense measures to reduce the damage, ~d employment of 

AAA and SAMs to make the attacks as costly as possible. Even if much of the 

DRV's air force (at least 64 MIG-l5s and l7s and 8 IL-28s),~ survived the 
, 

attacks on its bases, it would have but a. small and short-lived capability 

to interfere .{ith the US attacks. 

7. It is possible that the DRV has contingency planS for surviving 

aircraft to attack American bases in the South or US carriers. However, 

they would probably expect that such strikes 'tV'ould provoke ,-rider and 

heavier attaclcs. Hence Ire think such DRV action unlikely, though the 

possibility cannot be ruled out. 

8. Thus, any significant alleviation from the pressure of the air 

attacks would have to come from outside the DRV. At a minimum, Hanoi 

'tVould request, and Peking and MOSC01-T would agree to supply, additional air 

defense equipment and replacements for essential materiel and equipment 

destroyed by the air attacks. China would almost certainly send additional 

logistic troops and, probably, antiaircraft forces, into the DRV~' In time, 

hOlrever, sustained damage to :the LOCs would make it dif'ficult to supply 

the materiel for an increased air defense. 

9. To defend the DRV, Hanoi might ask permission to operate DRV 

fighters from Chinese bases, or might request the Soviets and/or the 

Chinese to provide fighter units of their own, operating f~om Chinese 
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airfie·lds. He believe that the Chinese ~TOuld not comply 'tdth any such 

request.Y Both the DRV and the Chinese air forces are ill-equipped to 

engage in sustained combat with US air forces; furthermore, such a contest 

would invite retaliation against Chinese territory. China would almost 

certainly not make its air facilities available for operational use by 

Soviet combat aircraft. 

10. We do not believe that either Hanoi or Peking 1,ould be l1f,lling, 

a.t this point, to introduce substantial numbers of Chinese ground combat 

troops into the DRV. From Hanoi's point of view, such a movement could 

involve. an undesirable expansion of Chinese influence. Moreover, it would 

seem to both Peking end Hanoi to involve undue risks of a Chinese-US 

§/ Dr. Louis W. Tordella for the Director, National Security Agency; Mr. 
Thomas L. Hughes, The Director of Intelligence and Research, Department 
of State; and Major General Roy Lassetter, Jr., for the ASSistant 
Chief of Staff for Intelligence, Department of the Army, consider that 
the chances are about even that the Chinese, if requested by the DRV, 
would permit DRV aircraft to intervene from Chinese bases, or would 
even do so 'l>11th their mID aircraft, in the event of continued US air 
attacks near the Chinese border. They 1-TOuld not expect any of these 
measures, of themselves] to repel the US attacks militarily, but 
would hope to make our operations increa.singly costly and possibly deter 
further US esca.lation 'l>7hile running high but acceptable risks of being 
bombed themselves. 
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mill tary confrontation and a consequent ,ridening of the 'W'a.I'"hich we 

think the Communists "ould not wish to invite at this point in the con

flict.II 

11. The Soviets would find their policy problems compounded by the 

US actions. They would seek urgently to ascertain the DRV's attitude 

toward a political settlement and tOlTard Chinese intervention. The Soviets 

are committed to help defend the DRV against air attacks, but they i-Tould 

recognize their continued inability to do so effectively. HO'-Tever, t~ey 

would have little political choice but to try to meet Vietnamese requests 

for more air defense equipment, though they "ould continue to avoid overt 

involvement. Soviet relations with the US 'l-Tould deteriorate :f\l.rther. 

12. The expansion of the bombing 'Tould be regarded by much of the 

non-CommtUlist world as a serious n~'7 escalation of the 'War. There would 

be extensive criticism of the action, particularly if it resulted in 

heavy civilian casualities. However, there would probably n~c be any 

17 Mr. Thomas-t. Hughes, The Director of Intelligence and Research, 
Department. of State, believes that the estimate underrates the ad
vantages and overrates the disadvantages 'Which Hanoi and Peldng might 
see in a larger Chinese military presence in Nortp Vietnam. The 
present situation already indicates that Hanoi will receive whatever 
numbers of Chinese troops would be usefUl in repairing and protecting 
communication lines to China. As US air attacks increase, Hanoi and 
peki,ng may feel tha,t a, deployment into North Vietnam of a number of 
ground combat troops 'Would be a salutary warning to the US of Peking 1 s 
commitment to Hanoics cause and of the specter of a wider war. While 
the North Vietnamese would not welcome the increase in influence which 
this Chinese presence might imply, they would feel this factor more than 
compensated for by the increasing Chinese contribution to their protection 
and to the prosecution of the war. They are aware that a very large Chinese 
presence w~s eventually withdrawn from North Korea. Neither Hanoi nor 
Peking would estimate that the mere presence of Chinese forces, nor even 
their efforts to defend themselves against US attacks, would involve a sub
stantial risk that the US would 'viden the war. On the contrary, at this 
juncture such a deployment might well appeal to both regimes as the most 
effective and safest available deterrent to further US escalation. 
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significant change in the position of important US allies concerning US 

policy in Vietnam. Nevertheless, adverse public reactions "To~ld create 

some political problems for the governments in the UK, Italy,and Scan-

dinavia. Some African and Asian nations, perhaps joined by France, would 

be openly condemnatory and might seek to formalize their protests in the 

UN. In general, the US "Tould be subjected to increased pressure to cease 

the bombings and undertake negotiations. 

13. Although the nature and extent of Communist and Free World re-

actions would vary somewhat depending on which targets w'ere bombed, we do 

not believe that the differences would be critic!'U.~ 

§} Mr. Thomas L.; Hughes, The Director of Intelligence and Research, 
Department of State, believes that both Communist and Free World re
actions ,muld differ signif'icantly according to the targets attacked. 
POL facilities could be most plausibly justified as targets relating to 
infiltration and logistiC support of the insurgency in the South. Attacks 
on p01rer plants, especially those embedded in urban areas, ~rould evoke a 
stronger reaction from both Communist and Free World governments because 
it "Tould be i;ridely assumed that ,·re were initiating an effort to destroy 
the DRV! s modest industria.l establishment. Attacks on lines of communi
cations a.nd other targets in the Hanoi-Haiphong area ,\-Tould confirm the 
fears generated by the attacks on pover plants and 'WOuld inevitably entail 
a sharp rise in civilian casualties. The distinction between such opera
tions and all-out war would appear increasingly tenuous. As these attacks 
expanded, Hanoi i;rould be less a.nd less likely to soften its opposition 
to negotiations and at some point it "Tould come to feel that it had little 
left to lose by continuing the fighting. It would be likely to shed what
ever political inhibitions it might then still have -- both against a 
larger PAVN intervention in the South(limited only by logistic~ and against 
a further Chinese garrisoning in the DRV. The latter I'TOuld become in
creaSingly acceptable not only to deter further US escalation by the specter 
of Chinese involvement, but also to secure the North from US invasion 
attempts, to ivhich the bombings might seem to be a prelude. To the extent 
that the Chinese presence in North Vietnam. grew in response to our attacks, 
even such allies as Japan and the UK 'lould be faced with still heavier 
domestic pressures to condemn the US openly and to cea,se all cooperation 
with our effort in Vietnam. Attacks on DRV airfields ,·rould be in a special 
class. They "ould be seen by Communists and others to be ipurely military and 
would thus not stir the strong reactions that other targets •• ould provoke. 
Such attacks ~uld, however, probably increase the risk of Chinese involve
ment as noted in our footnote to paragraph 9. 
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14. To Mining the Seaports. During the past five months, calls at 

North Vietnamese ports by Free World ships, primarily vessels of British 

and Norwegian registry chartered by the Communists, have rangrd between 

11 and 21 a month. We believe that mining the main harbors, . even with 

adequate warning to avoid visiting unintentional damage to shfpping, would 

bring increased attacks on US policy throughout the Free World. The 

Norvregian and British governments, especi~ly, .Tould be under added domestic 

pressure to oppose the US actionsj they probably would register strong pro-
;1 

tests, but ,"e do not believe that either country ,Tould significantly alter 

its policy tcmard the US. The Soviet Union would be presentecl ,nth a 
I 

particularly illnrelcome dilemma. The difficulty of clearing such mine 

fields and.the ease of resovdng would virtually rule out efforts to reopen 

the ports. The Soviets would certainly protest vigorously and might try 

for some kind of action in the UN. He do not believe, however, that the 

Soviets would risk their ships in mined Vietnamese harbors. Peking and 

Hanoi would try to compensate by lceeping supplies moving in shal101f-draft 

coastal shipping and overland. 

B~ To a Phase II Buildup in South Vietnam 

15. Both Hanoi and Peking axe counting on a loss of US will to continue 

the struggle in Vietnam, but they have indicated that they do not expect 

this to happen soon, or before the US has made a substantially greater 

effort than it has to date •. Hence, a further US force increase would, of 

itself, be unlikely to produce any Significant policy change on the part 
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of the Conununists. The continued buildup '",ould be recognized as a sign 

that US determination was still strong and that the Communist forces in 

Vietnam still faced a long struggle. Nevertheless, the Communists almost 

certainly believe that their motivation and determination are superior, 

that lack of a clearcut victory combined with domestic and foreign pressures 

will erode US determination, and that they can outlast the US. in this con-

test, even in the face of extremely heavy troop losses. 

16. \ole believe, therefore, that the prinCipal VC/HanOi/peldng reaction 

to the postulated US buildup would be increased infiltration of' PAVN units 

and supplies and continued efforts to generate and exploit anti-American 

feeling in the South. It ,.,ould not be the buildup itself, but the results 

on the field of battle, ,mich would determine any basic change in Communist 

policy. 

17. The GVN leadership"\o/'Ould welcome the increased US presence as a 

sign of increased US commitment. Consciousness of the gro~~g force on 

their Side, however, would almost certainly whet the GVN leaders' appetite 

for "total victory" and might make them reluctant to cooperate in th US 

efforts to bring about a negotiated settlement. Inevitably, the greatly 

increased US presence in South Vietnam "\o/'Ould generate increased anti-

foreign feeling among some segments of the populace. 
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II. PROBABLE REA.CTIONS TO DEVELOPMENT OF A CI£A..R TREND TOI-lARD US/GVN 
SUCCESS IN THE SOUTH 

18. Part I of this estimate discussed reactions to US :courses of 

action under conditions where, though hard pressed, the Communists still 

felt that time was their ally and that eventual victory woul~ be theirs. 

Part II addresses a situation in which they have concluded that the tide 

of battle has turned so unfavorable that their forces in the South face 
" 

defeat if current policies are continued. The given assumption does not 

set forth the time or conditions by which this state has been reached, 

or what sequence of events and decisions may have taken place betueen 

now and then. As a lrorking hypotheSis, we presuppose that ~he VC/PAVN 

forces are taking continued losses at an unacceptable level despite heavy 

PAVN infiltration, and that the DRV is unl'Tilllng or unable to in:filtrate 

and support sufficient additional PAVN to redress the balance. 

19. Hanoi could seek to solve its problem either by re~renchment or 

by escalation. Almost any form of retrenchment would directly involve the 

VC!NFISV, and a.1most any significant escalation would involve increased 

Chinese participation. Hence, although Hanoi probably would be the primary 

locus of decision making, it is likely that critical strategic decisions 

would represent a consensus of the parties involved. The dialogue among 

them ,,;ould continue, with each party applying pressures on the others. 
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20. Retrenchment. Reducing the level of conflict could be done in 

a number of we.ys. These include: a tacit standdo'Wll, with PAVN forces and 

vulnerable cadres returning to the North and the organization in the South 

going underground; a similar arrangement but accompanied by a high level. 

of VC terror and sabotage, .which Hanoi would disclaim; a ceasefire negot1a-

tion; negotiations for a "settlement;" or some combination of these. The 

choice and timing could be orchestrated according to whether the purpose 

was to seek a temporary respite or to set aside the insurgency for a matter 

of some years. 

21. A retrenchment could offer Hanoi relief from aerial bombing, an 

end to the manpower and economic drain of supporting the "Tar in the South, 

and a chance to rebuild the DRV. It could also obviate the need for the 

presence of Chinese troops in the DRV. It ",ould not mean giving up hope 

of Communizing the South. The veal;. popular base of any likely South 

Vietnamese government, and its questionable prospects for stability 

follm·nng a US military phase out, would offer considerable opportunities 

for an eventual Communist takeover by one means or another. For China, 

such a resolution ,.,ould mean removal of the immediate danger of a ",ar with 

the US and a chance to concentrate on pressing economic problems at home. 

The VC would be relieved of heavy casualty rates. 
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22. The Communists would also see serious dra.wbacks in choosing the 

course of retrenchment. They would be extremely reluctant to admit failure 

to postpone indefinitely their "libera.tionll of South Vietnam and to concede 

that all their bitter sacrifices had not paid off. They i'TOuld fear a 

colla.pse of morale among the Communists in the South, with yndespread 

defections. Many of the hard core 'tmuld have to flee to the North; many 

of those Who remained would be ferreted out and executed, overtly or 

covertly, by the victorious anti-Communists. The DRV leadership would 

be faced at home with reduced faith in its rightness. 

23. The broader implications of retrenchment woulc. iol'~igh heavily 

against such a course, particularly .nth Communist China. During the past 

year or so, Peldng has deliberately and publicly made the Vietnamese war 

a test-case of Naoes theories that "local wars of' liberation" can succeed 

even in the face of opposition from the US "paper tiger" it only they are 

pressed with sufficient determination and proper use of the techniques of 

"peoples .mr." On this hangs, to a great extent, Peking's present bid for 

leadership of the Conmnmist and Mro-Asian worlds. The reCent intensifica, 

tion of the Sino-Soviet dispute.and a series of setbacks for China's 

foreign policy have undoubtedly added to Peking's desire for a demonstrable 

victory for its theses in Vietnam. On the othe:r hand, Peking's charges that 

Moscow has consistently failed to give proper support to the DRV could be 

a sign that Peldng is preparing a possible course of retreat. 
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24. Escalation. We find some difficulty i~ envisioning a practi-

cable and effective way in which the Communists could attempt to reverse 

the tide in the a,esumed situation. A Korea.-type march of large numbers' 
, 

of Chinese troops into South Vietnam through the DRVand the Laos panhandle 
I: 

would encounter e)~treme logistic difficulties, would be exposrd to inter-
" 

diction by us/mm attacks, and would invite US retalia.tion against China. 

Yet the number of Chinese forces that could be infiltrated into the South 

and supported there, given the assumed Situation, 1-TOuldbe unlikely .to 

achieve what many batts.lions of PAVU had failed to do, .rhile still in

volving some risk of US retaliation against China.V 

25. A large number of PAVN troops could be released to go South if 

Chinese forces moved into the DRV to provide local defense. Such an 

27 Major General Roy Lassetter, Jr., for the Assistant Chief of Staff' 
for Intelligence, Department of the Army, and Mr. Thomas ,I L. Hughes, 
The Director of Intelligence and Research, Department of State, believe 
that the last sentence does not properly highlight the Chinese Communists. 
threat and the size of the forces that could be moved to" and supported 
in the South. Based upon past performances in both Kore~ and Tibet, 
there is no reason to assume that once the Chinese CommuOists decided 
to commit ground forces in support of the .rar in Vietnam, they l-TOuld 
not commit the total number of forces they consider within their 
capability to support in an effort to redress the illlfavorable situation. 
Important factors supporting this position are: our knowledge of the 
results of air interdiction programs during H'orld War II and the Korean 
War; the impossibility of doing irreparable damage to LOC capacity; 
demonstrated CommUnist logistic resourcefulness in covertly creating 
forward stocltpiles of war materiel; their ability to move large amounts 
of war materiel long distances over difficult terrain by primitive 
means; and the difficulty of detecting, let alone stoppine the infil
tration of personnel over obscure jungle trails. 
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additional increment to Communist forces in the South, hmrever, i-rouJ.d 

pose formidable logistic problems. It would also increase DRY concern 

(Ner a greatly increased Chinese presence in their country. 

26. A course somei-That more attractive to both Peking and Hanoi 

might be to try to disperse US strength and create alarm by developing a 

front in northern and central Laos and northern Thailand. This might 

ii' 
be atteID:Pted initially by the usc of Pathet Lao forces heavily encadred 

and supported by Chinese and North Vietnamese. Peking might ihope that 

this tactic, at least in the early stages, would not result ~ US a~ 

attacks on Chinese territory.. Other diversionary efforts could be directed 

at Taiwan, South Korea, or even India, but these would seem to be more 

useful as threats in being to worry the US than as practical imeans to 

alter the course of the war in South Vietnam. 

27. rione of these courses lTould carxy the assurance of vict.ory, and 

all of them entail the possibility -- in some cases the nearcerta.inty 

of developing intoaon outricht Sino-Alaer1can war. Peking 1-TouJ!.d realize 

that this could mean direct attaclm on Chinese terr1tory, po~sibly including 

the use of nuclear vTeapons. 10/ 

10/ Mr. Thomas L. Hughes, The Director of Intelligence and Reseaxch, De
- partment of State, and Dr. Louis ii. Tordella. for Director, National 

Security Agency; believe that Peking rTould feel that it Cbhld undertake 
actions at the lOlTer end of the spectrum indicated in prulS,graphs 25 and 
26 vl'i thout tmdue risk of an outright Sino-American war. (lSee footnote to 
paragraph Ie.) Peking would not, for example, anticipate :~Urect US attacks 
on Chinese te:!'l'itory -- certainly not nuclear attacks --!in response to an 
enlarged Chinese ground presence in North Vietnam or to a combined PL/DRV/ 
Chinese offensive in Laos. On the contrary, they would p~obably calculate 
that by bringing home to the US the dangerous implicatiods of' escalation 
their actions lTOuld probably deter 1'urther US moves. This Chinese calcula
tion points to the danger so lucidly discussed in paragraphs 29 and 30 of 
this estimate -- the danger that the US and China might slide SlOrTly into 
war, almost lrithout realizing what was happening. 
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28. In the light of all these considerations, we believe the odds 

are better than eve~ that, dogmatic and ambitious though the Communists 

may be, they would, in the circumstances postulated, choose some form of 

retrenchment rather than further escalation. Looking this far into the 

future, in light of the many changes that may have taken pJ.ace in the 

meantime, we cannot with confidence estimate which of several possible 

ferms this retrenchment would truce. l-le believe that the Nerth Vietnamese, 

who are bearing a heavy burden, "irou.ld be the first to inclin~ tmvard 

retrenchment. The Chinese, whe are net much hurt by the .... rar, "rould 

probably be slmrer to come along, but their ability te stop such a move, 

by Hanei is limited. The VC/NF'ISVN would ha,ve. te pay the greatest price 

in a pelicy 'Of retrenchment and they weuld prebably believe te the last 

that their cause ceuld be saved if only their allies to the north would 

do mere. Hal-rever, they would net have the decisive voice. 

29. 'l'he rensons for the Communists to choose the more prudent course 

of standinG dmm to fight again another day are persuasive, and we would 

be inclined to place the chances of their deing se much higher .rere it 

net for these facters Hhich, fer vTal'lt 'Of a better werd, I're call "irratienal." 

ll! Mr.' Themas L/ Hughes, The Directer 'Of Intelligence and Research, 
Department of State, believes that the odds are 'Only "a little 
better than even." 
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These include not only ideological fanaticism and a world view alien to 

our thinking but also deep-seated emotional factors including the arrogance 

of the Chinese leader~ and elements of nationalism and racism. Peking's 

leaders have not alv1aYs been prudent. Thus we cannot discount their 

chOOSing a course of further escalation as heavily as' our Olm I'~m;·e·on'irig.· 

would indicate.~ 

30. The discussion in Part II has been based on the implicit assump-

tion that the Communists had a1IOlved the situation to develop against them 

without a major change in the level of Chinese involvement and that the 

Communists ,·,ere forced to make a relatively abrupt, major decision. In 

fact it is considerably more likely that, as they suffered the successive 

reverses that brought them from the state of relative optimism described 

in Part I to the far more somber assessments of Part II, they 'muld have 

taken steps calculated to reverse or redl'ess the course of events. Hence, 

we believe that the danger of a Sino-American .rnx lies less in a deliberate 

121 Mr. Thomas L. Hughes, The Director of Intelligence and Research, 
-- Department of State J does not believe that the choice facing the Chinese 

leaders is ,,,holly a choice beti·reen the rational (re-crenchment) and the 
irrational (escalation), but rather that there is a substantial rational 
component -- deterring US escalation -- in the latter course. He 
therefore believes that in the assluned circumstances there is an 
almost eClual chance that the Chinese ,muld enlarge the "(var and bring 
in large numbers of Chinese forces. 
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and abrupt decision by Peking to take on the US than in a gradual series 

of relatively minor escalations .,hich almost imperceptibly lead into such 

a war. For example, as the bombing of the DRV increased, the number of 

Chinese involved in logistic activities there would increase and their area 

of operations might gradually extend southt-rard. Antiaircraft;. and protective 

ground forces might accompany these logistic troops. Step by step this could 

lead to a degree of' Chinese involvement that .,ould be allnost irreversible and 

might lead to contact at some point bet\veen Chinese and American forces. 

31. Soviet Reactions. A consideration of Soviet reactions has not 

been integrated into the precediag discussion because of the limited in-

fluence the USSR has on the decisions of the Asian Communists. Faced .nth 

a clear trend in favor of the US and GVlT, the Soviets l10uld realize that a 

critical juncture had been reached tmd that the time had come for plain 

speaking uith Hanoi. At t:1e same time the Soyiets would hOpe to use the 

situation to enhance their status in Hanoi e,t Chinese expense. They would 

allnost certainly urge the DWr not to expand the war by accepting large-scale 

Chinese intervention. They .Tould p!'obably give private ira..:.-nings to the DRV 

leaders that Soviet suppor~ would not be forthcoming if this advice were 

disregarded. They might undertru,e some political initiative, along or in 

association with other states not directly involved in Vietnam, to try to 

arrange a ceasefire and in some ,'my aff'ord the DRV an opportunity to save 

face. 
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